ECE208 Assessing and Documenting Learning
Level: 2
Credit Units: 5 Credit Units
Language: ENGLISH
Presentation Pattern: EVERY JULY
Synopsis:
ECE208 examines the what, why, and how of early childhood assessment and documentation in the
light of international practices and trends. Grounded in a socio-cultural view of learning, the assumption
here is that while teachers should keep track of children¶s progress in various domains of development
and learning, teachers have much to gain from learning with and from young children by constantly
listening, asking and observing. Documentation serves to share children¶s learning with their peers and
adults. In the documentation process, teachers must effectively communicate their interpretations of
children¶s thinking and their processes of learning in ways that would enlighten Singaporean families
and communities.
Topics:
ƔStrength-based approaches to assessing and interpreting young children¶s learning and
development in ECCE settings
ƔAwareness of psychological methods of child assessment and how these differ from classroom
assessment and observation
ƔCollaborating with colleagues and families in understanding individual children¶s progress
ƔGoal setting with children
ƔPurposes of documenting children¶s learning and development
ƔExamining forms of documentation in international practice
ƔDeveloping portfolios for each child
ƔInvolving children in documentation
ƔLearning stories as a form of assessment and documentation
ƔPurposes and ways of displaying children¶s work
ƔObserving and documenting as teacher learning and inquiry
ƔWays to relate and communicate with families to support child growth and well-being
Textbooks:
Marlyn James MA, Gaye Gronlund: Focused Observations, Second Edition: How to Observe Young
Children for Assessment and Curriculum Planning 2nd RedLeaf Press
ISBN-13: 9781605541068
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Learning Outcome:
ƔExamine ways of assessing and interpreting children¶s progress
ƔDiscuss the purposes of assessing and documenting children¶s learning
ƔPractise ways of sharing, displaying and documenting children¶s learning process
ƔObserve and analyse a centre¶s practices in assessing and documenting learning
ƔObserve, document and interpret an aspect of a child¶s learning process based on learned theories
ƔCommunicate child observations to others (teachers, parents) in a constructive manner

Assessment Strategies (Daytime Class):
Components
Description
Overall Continuous PRE-COURSE QUIZ 1
Assessment
TUTOR-MARKED ASSIGNMENT 1
DISCUSSION BOARD 1
Overall Examinable ECA
Components
Total

Weightage Allocation (%)
5
40
5
50
100
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